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Hera Deep(22 July 1994)
 
Inspired by harsh reality and bitter life my poems are a gateway into my deep
thoughts, a window into my soul that only a few have grown enough height to
peek through.
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Actions Of Depression
 
Every night
I fade into the darkness
and camouflage in the silence
Engulfed by the shadows
Soul torn apart by the tears I caused
when I doubled my sweety lavos
 
I am only Human
By the False promises heart is wounded
I have changed to an animal seeking revenge and acceptance at the same time
No longer a Woman
I reduce the pain by giving my love to two men
 
What have I become?
Is this what I am now
A crying infant in an adult's body
Who confuses love with the sensation of being horny
'At least I don't do it for money'
Words that play in my mind when the bedroom doors are open and I am lonely
Naked he may have saw me
But my heart is dressed in all colors of pain and even glowing
 
These are just lifeless acts my heart is not in it
Place your hand on my chest, can you feel it?
My face plain and soul chained to pain
Looking for excuses, Where can I shift the blame
 
I'm not alive
I'm not dead
I'm just sad
Depressed, Yes
 
I breathe death
and live sadness
all my actions are just temporary madness
 
Its a shame
Misunderstood
I know when Im gone
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One of you will say.. I wish I knew
 
Hera Deep
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Don'T Go
 
As my nostrils dilated and I inhaled your every scent
My heart pounding and sounding like it was counting
The amount of minutes you held me
Time stood still as I was lost in your dreamy eyes
Trying to find a way to walk away 
What was I to say?
You don't have to go
My cheeks felt cold
and I was numb to even notice the tears that had rolled
You don't have to go
I will be good this time
I'm sorry I'm a Monster..
Misunderstood and alone..
The pains of the earth have gotten me old
Don't go I can change
I will be good this time
I don't want anyone else
I only fought to try bring you near
But it turns out I was just like a Monstrous Bear
Don't go I still care
 
10 October '13
 
Hera Deep
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I Was Foolish
 
I loved you then
Back then when....
Your actions were sincere
 
I was foolish
Such Nonsense of Constant Wrongness
I though you were making love to my heart
You lied and said we would never part
 
You left my heart raped and naked
I thought you were real but all you did was fake it
I was foolish
Love is nonsense
 
I constantly dream of you
How could an angel grow horns so quickly
My eyes grow weak and sickly
I want you near me
and again I want you far.. Baby
 
Even though I can hear every crash as my heart breaks
Every loud thud as my heart shakes
Even though I still yearn for you..
I was foolish to believe such nonsense
 
 
10 October '13
 
Hera Deep
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